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1. 

In 1979 H. Helder published Photomaton &Vox, 
a literary and acclaimed artwork wherein he tries to 
balance his poetic creation and his poetologic thesis 
on modern literature. He explains how the former 
adjusts itself to a narrative and descriptive literary 
speech while summoning an emotional vociferation 
[vociferação comovida] (Helder, 1979, p. 145); he 
faces the essential question of modern poetry by 
developing his position on how emotionality can 
exist without subjectivity; it does not matter any 
longer what any individual creator says, reflects or 
attends to that matters, but what the poet does and 
creates, at the moment he creates a new language 
through which description, persuasion, story-telling, 
and ordinary world representation no longer have 
a place. The creator is not expected to be personally 
sincere but instead, a pretender who, by due expres
sion, knows how to forge emotions, the voice of 
which is the result of the poet’s competence to draft 
a system of questions, mysteries, and enigmas in 
order to favor the emerging of a consciousness about 
the drama every human being faces. Dealing with 
the contradiction between rationalization and feeling, 
the modern poetic creator forges a scenario wherein 
the word plays its role by representing an idea 
amidst the drama of humanity’s existence as 

Eduardo Lourenço in memoriam 

A. Casais Monteiro explains well by referring to 
Pessoa’s poetry in a short essay: “Fernando Pessoa: 
O Insincero Verídico” [The truthful insincere] held 
in The British Institute - Lisbon: 1954 (Monteiro: 
passim). By doing so, such an artist translates into 
the poetic language energy that is picked up from the 
existence he begins to feel and ends by performing 
Other’s sensitivity under the direction of his imagin
ation, spreading its living projections throughout his 
artwork. Therefore, every modern poetic creation 
should simultaneously foster what is to happen and 
be developed during the interaction between oppos
ites, which will command every contradiction 
expressing mode that every individual may pass 
through. A literary dynamics which refers itself to 
the romantic poetology under Novalis´ conception is 
then to be recalled whenever such an interaction 
between opposites is called to structure such 
a poiesis, the literary reality of which appears as the 
outcome of imagination/fantasy; modern artworks 
cannot exist without imagination if they seek to 
respond either to collective existence or to the 
source of every modern poetic creation: emotionality 
combined with its adequate intellectual way of 
expression – only then will they be well succeeded 
in their technique through insincerity (Monteiro, 
1954, p. 21). Modern poetic creation, taken as 
a milestone, will be the result of such an aesthetical 
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consciousness as long as evidence of the poetic 
reception of everyone’s existence is well recognized 
and during which almost everyone averts then, his 
personal spiritual, emotional, and unconscious fea
tures as Helder states in “(memória, montagem)” 
[(memory and montage)] (Helder, 1979, p. 152). 
Nevertheless, every poetical creation will raise itself 
as an autonomous artwork out of everyday experi
ence just by working out every word intentionally; 
moreover, every act-of-speech will, from there, be 
offering enough material to be the object of conden
sation and potentiation to be gathered under a form 
that always departs from a former empirical reality. 
Under such a technique, every poetical existence 
thus invented will be taken as a symbol because it 
will boost an energy which will magnetize evidence 
whose exegesis every other technological science 
will be unable to offer trustfully: 

The purpose of the poem is to make itself clear 
and to turn the experience of which it is a clearance 
and intensification of, to be alive: 

O poema inventa a natureza, as criaturas, as 
coisas, as formas, as vozes, a corrente magné
tica que unifica tudo num símbolo: 
a existência.” (Helder, 1979, p. 150) 1 

What reason explains such a process? According 
to H. Helder, the poetical experience is just a “(Nota 
Pessoal)” [(Personal Note)], e.g., that hard work deal
ing with forms, exhibition, and deciphering (Helder, 
1979, p. 124) in order to make every act-of-speech as 
operative as it is creative. Such work becomes hard 
because it structures all the time of the experience 
within collective reality as long as the creator builds 
his absolute and revolutionary power upon the lan
guage. Connotations, allusions, and associations are 
not the only examples of a discontinuity along with 
every open and incomplete intelligible discourse as 
proof of a meta-discourse which will arise naturally if 
every THING singularity is to occur within an image: 
“(imagem)” [(image)] (Helder, 1979, p. 150). The 
exegetic competence of a poetical artwork will arise 
whenever it becomes a meta-discourse that can face 
dream-discourse and overcome an enigmatic compre
hension whereby man’s existence challenges him. 
(Helder, 1979, p. 20) A poetical creation gathers, then 
a vortex of energy within which emotionality will be 
translated through rhythm and metaphorical invention 
since the Verb itself will configure time along which 
man’s unconscious flows. The latter shows itself in 
the form of a non-logical and non-rational succession 

1. In a footnote, every Portuguese poem or/and essay 
quoted in this article will be given our own English transla
tion. “Every poem invents nature, creatures and things, 
forms, voices, the magnetic current which unifies every
thing under a symbol: the existence. “(Helder, 1979, 
p. 150) 

of snapshots which reveals itself as live elements of 
a proto-memory hovering all over while being able to 
land in the form of a unique act-of-speech: 

Qualquer poema é um filme, e o único elemento 
que importa é o tempo, e o espaço é a metáfora 
do tempo(…). Não existe outra metáfora que não 
seja o espaço; aquilo a que chamam metáforas 
são as linha de montagem narrativa, o decurso da 
alegoria, o espectáculo (Helder, 1979, p. 154-5).2 

This inner time becomes dominant through its 
abstraction and non-referential frameworks, of vigor 
and its distancing from ordinary sensation; on the 
other hand, the rhythm becomes the matrix under 
which words detached out of the Other’s speech turn 
into word-configuring [palavrar] which are no more 
than pictographic moments, e.g., images to be seen 
and touched – expressing every modern creator’s aspir
ation: the emotional and the new. Pessoa’s semi
heteronym, B. Soares, asserts clearly in 130th fragment 
(1932): taking photos using words is the most straight
forward way to word-configuring (palavrar) (frag. 15, 
Pessoa, 1982, p. 15): 

Gosto de dizer. Direi melhor: gosto de palavrar. 
As palavras são para mim corpos tocáveis, ser
eias visíveis, sensualidades incorporadas. 
Talvez porque a sensualidade real não tem para 
mim interesse de nenhuma espécie – nem 
sequer mental ou de sonho- transmudou-se-me 
o desejo para aquilo que em mim cria ritmos 
verbais ou os escuta de outros.3 

Half a century later, H. Helder will also state that 
only words are concrete and to be touched; every
thing else is but a “condição de ausência” [condition 
of absence] and “repentinas formas” [sudden forms]: 
“(…) as condições não são as da palavra, mas as 
(…) condições da ausência” (Helder, 1979, p. 179
80)4. Though peculiar, it is the intertwining of 
enigmas that provokes a perplexity which expresses 
the voice of the collective unconscious through 
word-configuration: “L’inconscient esthétique, celui 
qui est consubstantiel au régime esthétique de l’art, 
se manifeste dans la polarité de cette double scène de 
la parole muette (…).” (Rancière, 2001, p. 41). 

2. “Every poem is a movie, and the only element that mat
ters is time, and space is the metaphor of time, (…). There 
is no other metaphor but that of space; that which is called 
metaphors are nothing but the montage lines of narrative, 
the course of allegory, the show.” 
3. “I like to utter. I will say it better ways: I like words-
configuration. To me, words are bodies to be touched, sirens 
to be seen, incorporated sensations. Maybe because a real 
sensation has not any interest – not even for the mind or the 
dream –; my desire has moved towards that which in myself 
creates verbal rhythms or listens carefully to others”. 
4. “(…) muteness weights (…) words impose no condition, 
but rather their absence.” 
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Poetical creation gives voice to the Otherness of 
every single player who reaches his several voices 
modulation by triggering his recipient’s openness to 
Otherness (frag. 230, Pessoa, 1982, p. 256). Inside 
such an ineloquent poetic creation, along which 
every Other is praised while the several voices of his 
speech are by the poet in this way configurated and 
amplified, we are to identify its animality, organics, 
imperiousness acting and dominating over the Other. 
A beauty emerges out of description, referentiality, 
rhetoric, and ideology. That is why it becomes the 
expression of silence and an opposing paradigm to 
the mainstream culture: the other side of modernity. 
“O silêncio é que deveria ter sido o ponto de partida 
para a experiência espiritual da modernidade.” 
(Helder, 1979, p. 138)5. Re-featuring silence is the 
best way to say no to those poems praising a huge 
honesty, full of single grammar trickery and winking 
at Mr. everyday real (Helder, 1979, p. 139). Helder 
understands the modern poetic creation as an inven
tion of arch-experiences: Experience is an invention, 
as he asserts quite acutely and innocently in “(os 
passos em volta, apresentação do rosto)” [stepping 
all around, presenting the face] (Helder, 1979, p. 71). 
Moreover, he underlines that movement of perpetual 
irony in objects, situations, and acting, making them 
appear as images or metaphors, translating ancient 
experiences which become elements of an inner com
position though also part of the world and life: 

Poderia escrever cem relatos diversos (…) Mas  
seriam verdadeiros, por serem todos uma inven
ção viva (…) Mas devemo-nos munir sempre de 
uma ironia que coloque dubitativamente a nossa 
mesma proposta (Helder, 1979, p. 73-4)6. 

Let B. Soares or A. Campos - Pessoa´s semi- and 
full-heteronyms - be remembered as examples of 
a modern creator: a builder of sensations – sensation
ist – to whom every artistic discipline is the translation 
of a sensation into another sensation (Pessoa, 1966, 
p. 168) while creating an entirely different reality from 
that suggested by every external and internal sensation. 
(Pessoa, 1966, p. 191). Let now be added to the literary 
speech, the projection of the emotional brilliance 
underlying everything felt within the process of 
modern poetic creation: “E vós, ó coisas navais, meus 
velhos brinquedos/de sonho! Componde for a de mim 
a minha vida interior! […] Fornecei-me metáforas 

5. .[“Silence should be the departure point of every moder
nity’s personal experience.” 
6. “I could write hundreds of diverse reports. […]. How
ever, they would be real since they are living inventions. 
(…). Nevertheless, we should always provide ourselves 
with such an irony so that our proposal might be seen 
under the doubt effect.” 
7. “And you, naval Things […]/Configurate outside myself 
my inner life!/ […] Do give me metaphors, images, litera
ture,/([…)” 

imagens, literatura, […]” as Campos utters under 
a free rhythm along “Ode Marítima” [Ode Maritime] 
(Pessoa, 1978a, p. 169)7 while achieving the poetic 
theory of his “foco dinamogéneo” (dynamogenius 
focus) and turning himself into that source-focus of an 
abstract and sensitive condition enough to force the 
Other to feel what he has felt (Pessoa, 1986a, 
pp. 233-5). 

2. 

By the second line of the penultimate text of Photo
maton & Vox: “(a carta do silêncio)” [(The Letter of 
Silence)] (Helder, 1979, p. 178-83), Helder asks, 
under a poetic essay style “if poetry is not a way to 
practice silence” (Helder, 1979, p. 178). In this 
“Letter,” he reflects on how the language structured 
by the verb dynamics fosters this silence as an out
come of a greater tension caused by endless energy 
emerging through the unconscious flow and aesthetic
ally expressed by an enigmatic and original metaphor, 
the correspondences and symbolizations of which 
become outstanding whenever they become unusual 
and overwhelming too: “A imagem ganha é uma 
metáfora […]:  símbolo do real […] (Helder, 1979, 
p. 179)8. He keeps on referring to his matrix: “Ein 
Brief,” an essay, whose author is the prolific 20th
century Austrian writer: Hugo von Hofmannsthal 
(1874-1929), who published it in the Berlin news
paper Der Tag between 18 and 19 October de 1902, 
causing the appearance of a new literary paradigm 
from the turn of the century on giving light to the 
impressionist, symbolist and Jugendstil aesthetical 
movements. “Ein Brief” written by Lord Chandos has 
for recipient Francis Bacon- both fictitious –and dis
tinguishes itself by a major goal: reflecting upon the 
way that poetic creation may overcome handicaps 
raised by centuries of tradition, the existence of which 
continued fast unnoticed on account of the abuses 
achieved by the vulgarization of the poetic word; Hof
mannsthal proposes that the modern letter recipient 
initiate a voyage to the beginnings of the 20th century 
during which a never-ending high scientific develop
ment has been achieved. Nevertheless, H.v. Hof
mannsthal underlines the need to keep a distance from 
Naturalism - since it submits the use of the word to 
the needs and fidelity of a sociological reality which, 
respecting the method of experimental science, almost 
forgets the psychic reality of every individual - on the 
contrary, the use of a modern word should then adjust 
itself to the sensitivity of the modern man (Grimmin
ger, 1995, p. 186-8). Lord Chandos is then character
ized as a projection of the literary creator who finds 
himself in the middle of a roundabout and whose 

8. “The conquered image is a metaphor […] symbol of the 
reality[…] ” 
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decision can no longer be postponed. The recipient is 
then introduced to an author who is conscious of his 
aspiration to a literariness resistant to a sociological 
truth and an art for art’s sake literary strategy along 
which the creator lives in an ivory tower under the 
cult of an alienating artificialism. Referring itself to 
a fictitious historical reality too: 1603 – beginnings of 
the Baroque and first phase of the German Aufklär
ung-, Hofmannsthal focuses on a practical detail: the 
recipient is to claim for the value of the literary word 
outside the edifying and encyclopedic literary trad
itional speech under a referential staging; he is then 
challenged to understand the modern writer’s living 
drama, especially when the latter feels the need to 
change the use of the literary word deeply: 

Ich wollte die Fabeln und mythischen Erzählun
gen, welche die Alten uns hinterlassen haben, 
und an denen die Maler und Bildhauer ein end-
loses und gedankenloses Gefallen finden, aufs
chließen als die Hieroglyphen einer geheimen, 
unerschöpflichen Weisheit,  deren Anhauch ich  
manchmal, wie hinter einem Schleier, zu spüren 
meinte. Ich entsinne mich dieses Planes. […] Ich  
wollte noch vielerlei. Ich gedachte eine Samm
lung »Apophthegmata« anzulegen, […] damit  
wollte ich schöne Sentenzen und Reflexionen aus 
den Werken der Alten und der Italiener vereini
gen, […] und noch vieles andere. Das ganze 
Werk aber sollte den Titel Nosce te ipsum  führen. 
(Hofmannsthal, 1902)9. 

Episodes throughout the creator´s existence gain 
the status of an enigmatic revelation-encounters 
whose signification recipient, and author, assimilate 
as the epiphany of an evident emotionality: 

Denn was hätte es mit Mitleid zu thun, was mit 
begreiflicher menschlicher Gedankenverknüp
fung, wenn ich an einem anderen Abend unter 
einem Nußbaum eine halbvolle Gießkanne finde, 
die ein Gärtnerbursche dort vergessen hat, 
und wenn mich diese Gießkanne und das Wasser 
in ihr, das vom Schatten des Baumes finster ist, 
und ein Schwimmkäfer, der auf dem Spiegel 

9. Every german quotation from“Ein Brief”is taken out of: 
https://www.reclam.de/data/media/978-3-15-019503-1.pdf 
The english version of “Ein Brief” is always quoted from: 
https://depts.washington.edu/vienna/documents/Hofmanns 
thal/Hofmannsthal_Chandos.htm -”I wanted to decipher the 
fables, the mythical tales bequeathed to us by the Ancients, 
in which painters and sculptors found endless and thought
less pleasure in deciphering them as the hieroglyphs of 
a secret, inexhaustible wisdom whose breath I sometimes 
seemed to feel as though from behind a veil. I well remem
ber this plan. […] And I longed for more. I planned to start 
an Apophthegmata, […]. With these, I meant to combine 
the brilliant maxims and reflections from classical and Ital
ian works, […] and many other things. The whole work 
was to have been entitled Nosce te ipsum.” 

dieses Wassers von einem dunklen Ufer zum 
andern rudert, wenn diese Zusammensetzung 
von Nichtigkeiten mich mit einer solchen Gegen
wart des Unendlichen durchschauert, von den 
Wurzeln der Haare bis ins Mark der Fersen 
mich durchschauert, daß ich in Worte 
ausbrechen möchte, von denen ich weiß, fände 
ich sie, so würden sie jene Cherubim, an die ich 
nicht glaube, niederzwingen, und daß ich dann 
von jener Stelle schweigend mich wegkehre. 
(Hofmannsthal, 1902)10. 

More than a symbolic contribution to a reality 
perceived by a sentient individual, Chandos 
denounces an overwhelming emotionality felt by the 
latter, which allows him to experience the drama 
inside the conscience of a modern creator, e.g., 
demiurge; doing so, he gets to know the value of the 
agglutinating vortex gathering all sorts of images 
substantiated by such a drama epiphany representing 
such a comprehension of the whole experience: 

Mein Inneres aber muß ich Ihnen darlegen, eine 
Sonderbarkeit, eine Unart, wenn Sie wollen eine 
Krankheit meines Geistes, wenn Sie begreifen 
sollen, daß mich ein ebensolcher brückenloser 
Abgrund von den scheinbar vor mir liegenden 
literarischen Arbeiten trennt, als von denen, die 
hinter mir sind und die ich, so fremd sprechen 
sie mich an, mein Eigentum zu nennen zögere 
(…).Mein Fall ist, in Kürze, dieser: es ist mir 
völlig die Fähigkeit abhanden gekommen, über 
irgend etwas zusammenhängend zu denken oder 
zu sprechen.(Hofmannsthal, 1902)11 

Chandos asks the modern science forerunner and 
experimental method creator, Francis Bacon- Lord 
Verulam, and metonymically takes them as a pattern of 

10. “For what had it to do with pity, or with any compre
hensible concatenation of human thought when, on another 
evening, on finding beneath a nut-tree a half-filled pitcher 
which a gardener´s boy had left there, and the pitcher and 
the water in it, darkened by the shadow of the tree, and 
a beetle swimming on the surface from shore to shore when 
this combination of trifles sent through me such a shudder 
at the presence of the Infinite, a shudder running from the 
roots of my hair to the marrow of my heels? What was it 
that made me want to break into words which, I know, 
were I to find them, would force to their knees those cheru
bim in whom I do not believe? What made me turn silently 
away from this place?’’ 
11. “But it is my inner self that I feel bound to reveal to 
you - a peculiarity, a vice, a disease of my mind if you like 
- if you are to understand that an abyss equally unbridge
able separates me from the literary works lying seemingly 
ahead of me as from those behind me: the latter having 
become so strange to me that I hesitate to call them my 
property. […] My case is this: I have entirely lost the ability 
to think or speak of anything coherently.” 
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the scientific, literary creation distinguishing them thus 
as crucial to the modern and original way of feeling: 

Jeder dieser Gegenstände und die tausend anderen 
ähnlichen, über die sonst ein Auge mit selbstver
ständlicher Gleichgültigkeit hinweggleitet, kann 
für mich plötzlich in irgend einem Moment, den 
herbeizuführen auf keine Weise in meiner Gewalt 
steht, ein erhabenes und rührendes Gepräge 
annehmen, das auszudrücken mir alle Worte zu 
arm scheinen. (Hofmannsthal, 1902)12. 

More than pointing out immediately the incapacity 
to generate a true expression, H. v. Hofmannsthal 
reveals how important it is to be conscious of the 
poetic creation whose literary praxis will not entirely 
be worn out by its encyclopedic or psychological roots. 
His essay protagonist will always call for the adjusted 
form to the signification potential provided by the 
speech competence as a flexible pattern applied to the 
signification magma lying inside the universal lan
guage. Existence and objective reality share the per
sonal and simultaneously universal inner value that 
helps structure a language beyond objective know
ledge. “Ein Brief” summons the essence of emotional
ity that is intimately indispensable to the act of literary 
creation, which is at the same time an exercise of meta-
discourse while revealing the semantic wealth every 
creator disposes of in order to combine metaphorically 
all of the proposals that his imagination can raise. Thus 
imagism creatively built during every speech act makes 
the latter a translation of the mystery born out of real
ity; it turns it into an artistical potentiation of significa
tions through every modern individual’s sensitivity. 
Emotionality gains its form through a vision come out 
of reality, during which moments of ecstasy are to be 
given form throughout every speech act: 

[…] weil die Sprache, in welcher nicht nur zu 
schreiben, sondern auch zu denken mir viel
leicht gegeben wäre, weder die lateinische noch 
die englische noch die italienische oder spa
nische ist, sondern eine Sprache, von deren 
Worten mir auch nicht eines bekannt ist, eine 
Sprache, in welcher die stummen Dinge zu mir 
sprechen, und in welcher ich vielleicht einst im 
Grabe vor einem unbekannten Richter mich 
verantworten werde. (Hofmannsthal, 1902)13 

12. “Each of these objects and a thousand others similar, 
over which the eye usually glides with a natural indiffer
ence, can suddenly, at any moment (which I am utterly 
powerless to evoke), assume for me a character so exalted 
and moving that words seem too inadequate to describe it.” 
13. “because the language in which I might be able not 
only to write but to think is neither Latin nor English, nei
ther Italian nor Spanish, but a language none of the words 
of which is known to me, a language in which inanimate 
things speak to me and wherein I may one day have to jus
tify myself before an unknown judge”. 

3. 

According to H. Helder, poetic creation becomes 
a form whose organic rhythm acts over the memory, 
causing the imaginary metaphor after metaphor 
unfolding and thus generating a succession of 
enigmas; the recipient is then challenged to decipher 
them as soon as the imagination overcomes their 
focus by delivering its total energy. Helder recovers 
the sensationist paradigm of Pessoa’s detaching of 
every emotional brilliance underlying every objective 
real Thing, depicting simultaneously the singularity 
proper to every aesthetical detail taken as so by the 
literary speech-act; the reader will be then to feel 
such an emotionality brilliance in a new day-to-day 
scene created throughout the modern artwork 
(Borges, 2000, p. 119). Such a universe of significa
tions arises under the condition of a matrix whose 
expressivity is then consolidated by its amazing and 
astonishing simplicity while “being true to my 
imagination.” (Borges, 2000, pp. 113; 106; 102) 
Throughout every and above all insincere speech act, 
at the center of which lies the long range of the 
whole artistic emotion thesaurus, the poetic creation 
will prove itself to care always for the maximization 
of all kinds of interpretation of its enigmas since 
within such a process is gathered the resistance 
against every hidden ideology; not to mention the 
help of rhythm too, which is a major weapon against 
any manipulation led by grammar or functional prag
matism, since these are all tools which contribute to 
every unusual meaning to emerge unexpectedly. This 
new, emerged form derives rapidly and spontaneously 
from the observance of what is the natural rhythm 
that any language is capable of; expected meanings 
give way to others that underlie their everyday use 
and waiting to be heard as Helder asserts in “(guião)” 
[(screenplay)]: 1. (…) A forma lida renasce continua
mente após cada leitura e permanece em equilíbrio 
no perigo de uma multiplicidade de legibilidades. 
(Helder, 1979, p. 145)14. The creative movement 
proper to every language matrix provides such 
a poetic variation and its adequate truth, which is 
lying in the respective inner time waiting to be 
awakened by the poet’s attentive imaginations as 
long as he succeeds in condensing the layers of the 
significations and in reaching peculiar compactness 
to strengthen the obscurity of every speech act: 
wherein, according to Helder, lies the evidence of 
modernity. This is it: the evidence that memory - the 
poet’s interpretation of the collective memory 
comes to light by breaching darkness – flash of light, 
since the conversations of images amidst modern 
poetic creation, generates the abduction of every true 
creator; this ends by being proficient enough while 

14. “1. A form just read keeps returning to its rebirth every 
time that it is reread, holding its balance amidst the hazard 
caused by multiplying of its interpretations.’ 
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handling with the potenciation of real things through 
which he gives form to the matter and by de
materializing it. Helder’s modern poetic creation 
becomes the space for silence and innerness (Helder, 
1979, p. 183; 181; 182): the mute condition of the 
word imposing itself over the form which glimmers 
through short and sudden forms; he underlines, there
fore, the condition of absence while making the very 
use of words in order to build a metaphor out of an 
image within which silence grows overwhelmingly 
by every speech act (Helder, 1979, p. 179-80).With 
the help of the putative letter from Lord Chandos to 
Lord Verulam (Helder, 1979, p. 181), Helder recovers 
the “pain” within the proto-silence, which testifies to 
the hieratic relationship every modern creator nour
ishes throughout his existence. After all, everything 
is about enchantments, especially the: simultaneous 
enchantment (Bezauberung) accompanying the object 
related representation and the respective infinitesimal 
(Nichtigkeit) revelation felt during certain moments 
of everyday life; awakening towards the linguistic 
insufficiency of its common expressivity; incorpor
ation of the “heart’s thinking” (mit dem Herzen 
denken). Along with Hofmannsthal, Helder praises 
the silence’s voice generated in front of: 

Ich kann nicht erwarten, daß Sie mich ohne 
Beispiel verstehen, und ich muß Sie um Nach
sicht für die Alltäglichkeit meiner Bei spiele 
bitten. Eine Gießkanne, eine auf dem Feld ver
lassene Egge, ein Hund in der Sonne, ein ärmli
cher Kirchhof, ein Krüppel, ein kleines 
Bauernhaus, alles dies kann das Gefäß meiner 
Offenbarung werden. (Hofmannsthal, 1902)15 

He also stresses rhythm translating every literary 
outburst caused by the succession of: 

Diese stummen und manchmal unbelebten Krea
turen heben sich mir mit einer solchen Fülle, 
einer solchen Gegenwart der Liebe entgegen, daß 
mein beglücktes Auge auch ringsum auf keinen 
toten Fleck zu fallen vermag. Es erscheint mir 
alles, alles, was es giebt, alles, dessen ich mich 
entsinne, alles, was meine verworrensten Gedan
ken berühren, etwas zu sein. (Hofmannsthal, 
1902)16 

15. “I cannot expect you to understand me without 
examples, and I must plead your indulgence for their 
absurdity. A pitcher, a harrow abandoned in a field, a dog 
in the sun, a neglected cemetery, a cripple, a peasant’s hut-
all these can become the vessel of my revelation.” 
16. “These mute and, on occasion, inanimate creatures that 
rise toward me with such an abundance, such a presence of 
love, that my enchanted eye can find nothing in sight that is 
devoid of life. Everything that exists, everything I can 
remember, everything touched upon by my confused 
thoughts, has a meaning.” 

Helder searches free and direct rhythms giving 
birth to an apparently  insignificant form full of silent 
essentiality that is capable of causing, within 
a modern recipient, a replica which might be felt as 
the proof of a source of such an enchantment, read 
under the suspicion of the configuring of enigmas 
which are the expression of an infinite ineffability. 
Agreeing with E. Lourenço, Helder (Bettencourt 
1999, p. 10) thinks through an immediate, fluent, 
sparkling, full of matter way, adjustable to that level 
of language which is pregnant with that full plausibil
ity on account of its perplexity and openness to the 
space of silence. Helder supports Lourenço’s thesis: 
every silent discourse redirects its place-status to the 
one existing before any word’s appearance and by 
doing so coherently establishes the absoluteness of the 
modern poetic creation on the nature of the recreation 
of emotionality throughout every sparkling speech-act 
illuminating the literary stage where living-by-the
moment takes place (Lourenço, 2016, p. 151, 153, 
159). Such a process summons up an “active factor” 
(Vietta, 2007, p. 32), as defined by Vietta. Without 
such a creator-recipient interaction through emotional
ity creating a word-to-word new literary universe, it 
would be impossible to make a proto-reality common 
to creator and recipient arise and gain its actual status. 
Nor would the recipient’s sensitivity be at any time 
challenged to unfold all the legibility that the fictitious 
reality is a straight example. Modern poetic creation 
exemplifies then, a kind of littérature à rebus (Bahr, 
1892), thus exemplifying the value of every contribu
tion from the unconscious to the process - including 
that wonderment which arises as a state of mind felt 
by every individual who, with the help of his dreams 
exegesis method, goes on experiencing every living 
moment he passes through during his existence (Ben
jamin, 2006, p. 98). As a creator, he remains dis
cretely incognito so that the “prosaic and urbane” 
word might land in the center of every modern poetic 
language and reject every allegory or moral ruling 
tacitly accepted (Benjamin, 2006, p. 100-1). The cre
ator of such a poetical artwork can never be an indi
vidual entity but rather a collective one whose 
Otherness’s voice may exclusively: 1- generate per
plexities as a result of multiple foci (Kiesel, 2004, 
p. 25), thus illustrating a text production process of 
autonomy wherein the author’s personality is then sur
passed (Kiesel, 2004, pp. 130; 131; 133-4); 2- con
stantly search “predicative impertinences” (Ricoeur, 
1989, pp. 213-7). 

These will emerge as a result of fragmentation 
and condensation through the various levels of signi
fication/significance, which will impose itself. The 
more concrete and prospectively relevant, the more 
it will play its role. Therefore, reality transformation 
will occur under the aims of an aesthetic of resili
ence, the essence of which lies amidst every modern 
literary creation (Barthes, 1978, pp. 26-8). It will 
then assume its counter-power feature, since within 
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that space of “language of utopia” lies also the one 
open to the world’s transformation by means of “les 
textes de l’imaginaire (…) les structures qui jouent 
(…) d’une apparence de vraisemblable et d’une 
incertitude de vérité.” (Barthes, 1978, p. 39). In this 
process, let the dislocation of the real-time dimen
sion from factual to fictional reality as a strategy to 
resist simultaneously against the collective ideology 
be stressed: “La modernité (…) peut se définir par ce 
fait nouveau: qu’on y conçoit des utopies de lan
gage.” (Barthes, 1978, p. 23). Such a poetic creation 
will launch its roots deep into the perfect innerness 
(Helder, 1979, pp. 183; 181; 182) through which, 
during such a process of de-materialization: 1- cre
ative individuals (identifiable creator and recipient); 
2- matrix reality (objectual and trivial day-to-day 
reality); 3- recognizable signification (unanimous 
and automatic exegesis); 4- figurative representation 
(personal and biographical implications) will ever 
prevail. 

4. 

In an artwork from the sixties, O Bebedor Nocturno 
(1961-66) [the night drinker (1961-66)], H. Helder 
defends a golden rule: freedom (Helder, 1973, 
p. 210). One might infer that he refers to the one 
shared between the author’s poetic creation and the 
recipient. He explains it in a preface: the emotional, 
mental and linguistic meaning leaves its presence 
during the interactive moment between recipient and 
artwork. He shares his own experience during the 
moment wherein such an imminent and tacit inter
action takes place whenever he reads a poem written 
in another tongue that he does not speak/understand 
entirely. Should it be written in English, Spanish, 
French, Italian, Arabic, he only cares about the sub
sequent literary outburst as an outcome of the pleas
ure he gains by adjusting his poetic sensitivity and 
pragmatics facing such unintelligible writing “(…) 
a temperatura da imagem, a velocidade do ritmo, 
(…) a pressão do adjectivo sobre 
o substantivo.”(Helder, 1973, p. 210)17 He does not 
even dare to translate it; he prefers to adapt, absorb
ing thus, the impact left by the prosody-at-the
moment gaining advantage from the immediate lin
guistic-emotional assimilation under a form which 
launches an indirect version of it, a sort of action-
writing, which will give rise to the pre-expected 
shocking pleasure within the recipient’s soul: 

(…) procuro construir o poema português pelo 
sentido emocional, mental, linguístico que eu 
tinha, sub-repticiamente ao lê-lo em inglês, 

17. “the temperature of the image, the velocity of the 
rhythm, the atmospheric density of the word, (…) the pres
sure of the adjective over the substantive.” 
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imaginação deixe de contar com a tradição d

18. “I intend to make the Portuguese poem, according t
the emotional, linguistic mental meaning I have surrepti
tiously perceived when I read it in English, French, Italia
or in Spanish.” 
19. “The assertion of the poem as a creature, a livin
organism under specific laws and having a life of its ow

francês, italiano ou espanhol. (Helder, 1973, 
p. 210)18. 

At the beginning of the same decade, H. Helder 
wrote: “Relance sobre a Poesia de Edmundo Betten
court” [A glance over E. Bettencourt’s poetry] 
(1963). This short “introduction” to Edmundo Bet
tencourt’s poetry would only be published in 1999 
when the volume of the latter’s poetry was pub
lished. Such a “Glance” points out what, by the early 
thirties, distinguishes such poetry as modern, since it 
exposes an autonomous truthfulness in what refers to 
values praised by humanist, ethical, historical, social 
environments: 

A noção de poema como uma vida, organismo 
com leis específicas e realidade autónoma, é 
possivelmente a mais revolucionária proposta 
da lírica moderna. (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 18)19 

Modernity within such a poetic creation will be 
available with the help of the recipient’s emotionality 
as long as the latter reacts using his imagination, thus 
proving the fictitiously impertinent interaction 
between the individual and the objectuality of the 
constructed imagistic reality. The recipient will finish 
up surrendering to the Wonderment (pasmo) within 
such artwork as soon as he no longer depends on the 
recognizable reality that gets closer and closer to the 
comprehension of unrecognizable reality, praising the 
latter’s survival as soon as such Otherness entity acts 
decisively enough to transform mainstream cultural 
goods by fostering prospective linguistic performance 
by giving expression to: 1- a fantastic reality under; 2 
- an unexpected poetic act-of-speech. Helder points 
out the condition of composing and reinventing what 
the raw-tongue offers through every speech act: lan
guage generates language, enlarging its huge universe 
of significations whenever emotionality plays a major 
role in every communication act. Moreover, during 
every moment of dense perplexity that every individ
ual life through and wishes to express under 
a creative  configuring process, he will be looking to 
translate his experience. The artist reinvents this 
through a factitious representation, and such an 
experience-by-the-moment turns into another new 
one felt by an imagined sentient subject: 

Que a verdade está na imaginação, não seria des
coberta nenhuma, mas procurar que a própria 
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realidade para a conquista de uma verdadeira 
vida e que (sobretudo isto) a imaginação encarre
gue o poema de realizar o acto de um corte deci
sivo com os princípios do humanismo e da 
experiência histórica, do sentimento, da ética 
e da cultura -é algo de soberbamente arrojado. 
(Bettencourt, 1999, p. 18)20 

The revolutionary character of such a poetic cre
ation may be deprived of its narrative character but 
not of a massive universe of ambiguities, whose con
nections will not be borne by any logical causality. 
However, on the contrary, by multiple associations 
and analogies - every image will lead to the realm of 
analogy (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 17) - through which 
decisive emotionality and imagination will master 
unusual and original linguistic forms of expressivity. 
A new reality is then given a form full of ambiguities 
and density in its complexity as long images taken 
out of ordinary day-to-day life, though imagined and 
over-imagined, are driven towards its infinite poten
tiality while destroying the functional scope of every 
word that is pragmatically used. Simplicity and ori
ginality performed through such a poetic creation 
will be reinforced with the help of verbal forms so 
that its temporality dynamics may induce well-
balanced significations underpinned by rhythm, pros
ody, and fragmentation experiences. These will be 
decisive to mastering new imagism - apparently by 
chance, a kind of automatic writing practice. This 
imagism is then supported by encouraging connec
tions showing an elementary but profound one typ
ical of a modern meaning due to the complexity of 
such a nexus (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 16). Such 
a poetic creation might reveal a putative wondrous 
and exuberant depicting narrative, but it will end by 
gaining a different status because its analogies will 
be building another type of consciousness, the 
dimensions of which appear to be unheard of. A new 
realm of objects will then emerge since such a poetic 
form will be granting a new reality: the reality 
within the poem, whose references are no longer dir
ectly available because this poetic creation turns 
itself against any realist trend, disrespecting ordinary 
reality and holding back its normal contingency. 
Imagination plays an essential role within the 
expressivity and literariness of such a creation since 
it adheres to the dialectics of modernity – just as
Helder quotes H. Friedrich (1878-1904). Its word 
configuring will remain libertarian – following Rim
baud’s (1854-1891) example, whom Helder admires 

20. “Truthfulness lies in imagination: this would not be 
any wonder; trying to make imagination free from the trad
ition of reality in order to let it conquer real life and [above 
all] that imagination makes the poem responsible for 
a rupture of principles of humanism and of the historical 
experience and of feelings, ethics and culture – such 
a thing is superbly audacious.” 

          

too – or it will lose its opportunity to foster a meta-
reality (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 16). The modern poet 
is to be a surrealist according to Helder’s poetology 
and a pioneer aiming for absolute reality and its 
respective expressivity to which the modern poetic 
creation owes its loyalty (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 20). 
While detaching modernity within poetic creation in 
Bettencourt’s poetry – underlining the freedom to 
fight against the massive amount of everyday trivial
ities which literature welcomes too -, H. Helder rec
ognizes singularity as the right path to reach fairness 
and cleverness of the human mind. (Bettencourt, 
1999, p. 15) especially in the time-lapse between the 
1st World War and Pessoa’s death (1935). Helder’s 
poetic creation was a true example of a profound indi
vidual imagining an act against good morals, personal 
edification, social institutions, and necessarily against 
on-demand literary writing. He, therefore, stands for 
a procedure owing to its identification to its internal 
demon: the single entity responsible for an endless 
debate caring for its originality: 

O homem escreve um poema para se opôr à 
vida e ao mundo para negar o poder dos 
homens e libertar aquele “daemon” interior que, 
ao mesmo tempo que indica uma tensão cria
dora, manifesta igual tensão destruidora.” (Bet
tencourt, 1999, p. 15)21 

“Poemas surdos” [Deaf Poems] displays poetic 
freedom that is typical of the modern avant-garde. 
Its singularity lies in the movement that every 
energy source generates through every creative 
word, which gathers a signification vortex so that the 
same feeling might arise within the receiver’s sensi
tivity. Such a poetic creation becomes evidence of 
a modern revolutionary act because: 

Mas o movimento é qualidade da imaginação, 
quer dizer, atributo da individualidade (…) 
Revolucionar equivale a imaginar, a ser individ
ual.” (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 13)22. 

One might stay a little longer for the exuberant 
imagism of some of these hallucinating “Poemas 
Surdos” (1934-40) wherein voice is given to the 
movement with which the imagination challenges 
the recipient through unusual metaphors - and wel
comed only by some of Bettencourt’s and the 

21. “Man writes poems to oppose himself to life and the 
world and to deny men’s power and free that inner daimon 
who reveals a creative tension while showing a destructive 
one. Man writes poems to oppose himself to life and the 
world and to deny men’s power and free that inner daimon 
who reveals a creative tension while showing a destructive 
one.” 
22. “But the movement is a quality of imagination, e.g., an 
attribute of individuality (…). To be revolutionary is the 
same as to imagine, as to be individual” 
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younger Helder’s contemporaries - evolving surpris
ing significations: 

A Força do Olhar” [The strength of the look]: 

(…) A força da fuga do olhar,/à vossa moribunda 
vibração,/ vem de encontro ao nosso peito,/ cai 
violenta sobre a falsa luz, ataca violenta o falso 
dia.(…) (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 141)23 

-“Asas” [Wings]: 

[…] a cara dela/ que era uma sereia/ e que era 
uma pantera a rebolar no chão/ aos rugidos 
metálicos do amor/sob a forma de nuvens muito 
ao longe … […] (Bettencourt, 1999, p. 145)24 

-“Espelho” [Mirror]- exemplifies that verve which 
attracts H. Helder so much, though being in prose -: 

[…] … E onde a tua boca, com beijos quentes 
e perfeitos, era um caminho de águas e avencas, 
aberto ao meio do fogo … (Bettencourt, 1999, 
p. 151)25. 

Let the unconscious roots be stressed, of all 
metaphors provoking the liberation of the verb 
pleading, not only for unattended modernity but 
also for the distancing from mainstream trends or 
the resilient ones´ approach. Let it be stressed how 
much, during the thirties of the 20th Century, Bet
tencourt appeared as a revolutionary, iconoclast 
poet and fighter against the literary trend repre
sented by Presença (1927-1940) which was con
sidered to be the prodigal son of Orpheu (1915) 
(Bettencourt, 1999, p. 10) wherein “Opiário” 
[Opiarium] (1914) and “Ode Triunfal” [Triumphal 
Ode] (1914) “Ode Marítima” [Ode Maritime] 
(1914) were published. In 1958, E. Lourenço wrote 
“Presença ou a Contra-Revolução do Modernismo 
Português?” an article which was published in 
1961 in Rio de Janeiro in Revista do Livro - Órgão 
do Instituto Nacional do Livro nrs 23-4. Therein, 
Lourenço points out the avant-garde mood shared 
by all poetic creators around Orpheu on account of 
“a irrupção frenética de ritmos, formas, objectos 
insólitos do mundo burguês em plena expansão ou 
explosão histórica” (Lourenço, 2016, p. 158)26. 
Those were the poets who did not care about the 

23. “The strength of the flight while looking/ by your 
dying vibration/ bumps against our chest/falls violently 
upon the false light,/attacks violently the false day./” 
24. “[…]/ Her face/who was a mermaid/And was a panther 
rolling over the floor/ by the sound of her metallic love 
roars/Under the shape of far distant clouds… […]” 
25. “[…] And where your mouth/with warm and perfect 
kisses, was a path to water and Venus maidenhair opened 
to the heart of fire…” 
26. “the frenetic irruption of rhythm, form, and unusual 
objects common to the bourgeois world which was living 
its full extension and historical upheaval” 

effects of a radical shock (Lourenço, 2016, p. 60) 
and who therefore rejected moralistic or ideological 
premises and fought for metaphysics within every 
poetic reality, with the help of full of trivial and 
unusual images – even vulgar ones too – by which 
impertinence they aimed at a new reality amidst 
the poetic creation wherein time and space levels 
referred themselves to a previous one, to those of 
reality (Lourenço, 2016, p. 146; 156). Neither was 
there room for any psychologism because the 
poetic reality was to be built upon a “nothingness 
experience,” which was to be given a form wherein 
unusual object-realities would be converted into 
a translation of a poetic dramatization. Such 
a poetry-in-progress would rely most on irony in 
order to expand such a universal experience so that 
the putative, subjective agony of the individual 
could turn the poem into the actual horizon into 
a decisive and contrastive unreality opposing itself 
to its contemporary Whole (Lourenço, 2016, 
p. 147-8; 151; 153). The poetic creation subject 
arises naturally from a previous Otherness voice 
(Lourenço, 2016, p. 150), revealing thereby a soul 
experience lived through by the modern individual 
translated by a speech-act moved by reducing to 
zero the epic reality (Lourenço, 2016, p. 151). 
Reality is, in this way, as unrealistic as it is non-
figurative. It defies the recipient to feel the emo
tionality within such poetic dynamics, wherein 
unrealistic images are the adequate form that 
imagination achieves to reveal the full brilliance 
that the whole of the exteriority can provide. This 
is, instead, the sign that the poetic universe gener
ates itself, not only by history, by language, or by 
the active unconscious but rather by our archetypal 
imagination that recreates it. (Lourenço, 2016, 
pp. 157-8). The literary, poetic creation barely 
summons forms apparently shared with the collect
ively and universally identifiable reality. Its dis
course intelligibility depends on the vigor and 
subtlety with which imagination is worked out by 
irony (Monteiro, 1954, p. 29). Thus, association, 
allusion, and translation techniques help upgrade 
from physics to metaphysics, agreement to 
resilience, and from a peculiar to a sentient 
approach. A poetic creation within a modern plas
tic artwork always leaves its marks of emotionality, 
too (Rothko 2015, pp. 166-7). According to 
M. Rothko, the vision it exhibits summons up 
several features of: 1-our experience and memory 
(within any type of intelligible narrativity); 
2- every type of objectuality condition of unusual 
object reality - used in every narrative; 3- all cir
cumstances and especially of such through which 
modern poetic, plastic creation expresses a dense 
synthesis-through-abstraction. Both creator and 
recipient share the perception of forms configuring 
spaces, wherein an abstract language makes the 
spectator recall how many chromatic fields 
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receiving more or less resilient reverberations 
within an objectual context – become receptors 
and a space of emotionality which will help the 
artistic upgrade from a peculiar beauty-under
representation into reality-inside-an-artwork 
(Rothko, 2015, pp. 171; 166; 170).Beauty-inside-an 
-artwork only aims to be communicated by 
a wonderment provided by reality-inside-an
artwork while translating profits obtained by an 
aesthetic praxis through abstraction and without 
any figurative representation (Monteiro, 1954, 
pp. 30-1).Such an abstract discourse provokes then 
a tacit praising-through-emotion - structuring the 
objectuality appears then and often as a chromatic 
staging, so that reality-in-the-artwork turns into an 
amplification -, reaching an infinite three-
dimensional reality - and even by trompe-l’oeil 
technique too. The perspective may inversely occur 
from the artwork center to the reality core, just 
proving how the dialogue between the recipient 
and the creator will have then its origin within the 
daemon-level summoned as a unique and single 
decisive entity far from any simplistic approach 
launched on mimesis (Rothko, 2015, pp. 190-192). 
Instead, a beauty upgrading will have its moment 
derived from an ensemble effect detaching beauty 
in loco while activating sensations, feelings, and 
memories guided by fragments of an unintelligible 
reality. Singularities driven out from distortions 
and abstractions giving birth to an amplification of 
the artwork itself is a space for making such an 
unrealistic reality more accurate and more objectiv
ist and never representing any ideal reality, helping 
to support this modernity paradigm. Emotionality 
comes only out of the experience, says Rothko 
(2015, pp. 192-4); it is not only to be deciphered 
unintelligibly but instead by fruition and always by 
the potentiation of the active imagination, step by 
step, association by association under the light of 
a capital obsession (Rothko, 2015, pp. 95-7). More
over, never ceasing to assemble the potentiation of 
every artistic emotion and out of these only the 
ones which are indispensable to the representation 
of every contemporary aesthetical experience. Will 
not modern plastic poetic creation profoundly 
transform our present existence by using 
a potentiating interaction and also by using emer
ging and fracturing forms? Will it stop reinforcing 
the consciousness of the ephemeral nature and loy
alty to the demiurge power to generate details, thus 
confirming the creator’s goal seen as a liberation 
based on a new order born out of the modern 
chaos? (Lourenço, 2017, pp. 144; 148) Moreover, 
will such a performance not be the achievement of 
the principle of hope, an aspiration always present 
in every artwork shared by every modern artist 
introducing himself as a solitary/daring worker? 
Will either painter or poet, as examples of 
a modern creator, share the everyday genius that 

will provoke the birth of every painting or poem 
resulting from a hard listening praxis while carry
ing out a poiesis transfiguring reality into mimetic 
unreality under the guise of emotionality (Rothko 
2015, pp 175-6)? Therefore, will man and the 
world turn into the center and circle of the whole 
existence all over the earth and all over the uni
verse? Will not Marc’s Blaues Pferd (1911) imme
diately emerge as an example of such an 
expressivity even if apparently in a way under the 
recognizable representation of a horse, although 
a blue one? Is it not the vigor of such a disruption 
that is astonishingly modern: the birth of 
a newborn equine species, the outcome of 
a “plastic invention” (Rothko, 2015, p. 170)? 
Every plastic poetic creation gathers stimuli con
verting them into milestone symbols of the aes
thetic modernity conscious enough of all types of 
freedom that it constantly raises (Tàpies, 1974, 
pp. 160-2). Its greatness will be validated by the 
“intrinsic truth” emerging out of the plastic, 
mimetic tradition and supported by a new spiritual
ity already latent in Van Gogh’s Nuit étoilée (1889) 
or Cézanne’s Montagne Saint-Victoire (1885-1906) 
but the most of all in Kandinsky’s Lyrisches (1913) 
or Marc’s Blaues Pferd (1911). Sensations are not, 
of course, refused since they are as pertinent as 
a transmission shaft between concrete and abstract 
discourses. Simply because they raise feelings 
either of themselves or of the mystery lying in all 
the phenomena that they uncover while provoking 
the search for the form adequate to either express 
energy therein or the power drawn from the uncon
scious. Only after that can such sortilege energy be 
directed to the conscious layers of the psyche 
showing the magma of interiority and the chance 
to become exteriority, as A. Macke asserts in “Die 
Masken” in 1912 (Kandinsky, 1979, pp. 54-55). 
Such creation process is in itself the example of 
Kandinsky’s Prinzip der inneren Notwendigkeit 
[“principle of the inner necessity”] (2009, p. 68) 
that guides every modern creator for it directs 
every soul´s activity through color to a sensitive 
and efficient means by recovering from the objects 
the sortilege every aesthetic composition subtly 
presents whenever the surplus provided by the con
sciousness of the impossibility of absolute fidelity 
to a concrete reality or abstraction is surpassed, 
allowing the latter to impose itself naturally (Kan
dinsky, 1979, pp. 136-7). The plastic poetic cre
ation underlines the potentiation of every 
sensibility caused by the vortex of colors and 
forms within plastic artwork, depicting and then 
giving birth to profound emotions and exemplify
ing how the soul is touched by a fair vibration as 
Kandinsky states in “Über die Formfrage” in 1912: 
such a work in progress is then driven by the 
abstract spirit which always shows the personality 
trademark of its creator (1979, pp. 154-5; 138) 
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because his praxis is nothing but the expression of 
a translation of a principle Kandinsky names Prin
zip der inneren Notwendigkeit [principle of inner 
necessity}: according to Kandinsky, form has only 
to do with time and it is the external expression of 
an inner subject felt within the subject’s soul 
(2009, pp. 68; 70) since form is always but the 
expression of a profound-interior meaning (1979, 
pp. 137; 139; 132) - and above all color is but the 
tool to stimulate the human soul wherein music 
will be composed to be offered to the recipient’s 
soul (2009, pp. 68, 70).Through a specific form,  such  
a creator makes visible the invisible: his secret vision, 
as Klee asserts (1985, pp. 31-34), would never repre
sent the visible. The modern artist would, therefore, 
never give up a dynamic way of representing space. 
Refusing the representation of fixed and inflexible 
space, he will constantly search for the correct repre
sentation, thus transforming space but being loyal to 
the time factor wherein every character, every object, 
is on the move. Is not the recipient to move around 
the plastic artwork too, searching for the right features 
that will lead him to achieve a way to support his exe
gesis? Does modern plastic artwork not become 
a time-scenery, leaving behind its static status of 
inflexible and static stages? (Klee, 1985, pp. 36-9) 
From such an instant for both creator and recipient, 
they merely follow their respective paths – that is to 
say, their inner time. Artists feel far away from 
a logical, ethical, and rational level of understanding 
of their emotions. Now they are only concerned with 
the complex movement of such a dense and synthetic 
universe that every artist admires and analyses because 
he constantly searches for the proper expression to 
answer to original emotionality whose vision he was 
given and works hard to stimulate the recipients so 
that these can feel the equivalent emotional response 
within their awakened sensitivity. So by so doing, 
every artwork does not represent what the eye can see; 
every modern artist turns rather evident, seeable, vis
ible what the eye fails to see (Klee, 1985, p. 34). 
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